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A recent new face on the flying line. Benjamin Fernandez visited us a few weeks ago, and last weekend turned up
with a new, still in box, foamie Piper Cub. This was a fully built “bind and fly” model with a Spektrum 4 channel TX
– an ideal combination for a first model. The plane was quickly assembled, charged, binding achieved, and then
Roger Peddle took it for a first flight. All in under an hour. The grin on Benjamin’s face had to be seen to be
believed! For all those yet to achieve your ‘wings’ badge, the race is now on. Can you get your wings before
Benjamin?
This month’s newsletter is a smorgasbord of random issues. Most of the editorial team have been away skiing
in the South Island with Dave so there is a shortfall in inspirational literature, investigative journalism, or
detailed technical articles. For next month please deluge the editor with news, photos and articles.

Our membership is growing
Each year we have to report our membership to TECT Park. Our rental is based on the numbers of members.
Our lease has a minimum rental charge based on 80 members and we are still some way off this. The rental
formula is based on the maximum reached during the year, allowing for seniors and juniors. Its not an exact
number as membership goes up and down during the year, reaching a peak at the end of Spring. To date TECT
Park have relaxed the rules while we get established but it is only a matter of time before we reach the
contractual minimum. In the last 12 months our reported numbers have grown by 30%. This is believed to be
attributed to having completed the runway relevelling, outfield mulching and on-site facilities. Our flying site is
increasingly being recognised as a fantastic venue, particularly when other model flying sites are being lost with
urban development.

Weather station
Most of you will have noticed that this is back on line. Does anyone else have concerns about the accuracy of
our weather station? Andy spent a day on site where the wind was almost non-existent and he was able to land
from either direction without difficulty. There was no one else flying. Returning home he found that the
weather station had recorded 10-15 km/hr gusting to 20km/hr. Perhaps its because the weather station is on a
knoll and any wind accelerates as it goes over the hump? Andy thinks its great because when the
weather station is showing high winds no-one turns up and he can have the field to himself.

Random piece of pit etiquette
Andy would like to ask whoever chews gum to throw it in the bushes and not in the pit area. Andy came home
with a large gooey spearmint blob on his knee and was not impressed. (Mrs Avgas removal technique –
put trousers in deep freeze for a few hours. The gum can then be easily removed mechanically followed
by scrubbing with an acetone based nail varnish remover to get rid of the sticky residue.)

Runway Maintenance
Roger P and Gary P have
applied 250kg of fertiliser to
the airstrip using the fertiliser
spreader purchased last year,
towed by the mower. This
worked out to be a very
effective way of doing the job.
This is a necessary annual task
as the soil quality in TECT park
is poor and the soil depth is
thin. Without regular fertiliser
the grass would not thrive and
would be overtaken by weeds.
Following fertiliser application
Roger and Alf then sprayed the
runway to get rid of round
weeds which have become a
problem.
Thanks guys – its actions like
this which keep the flying strip
in tip top condition.

Picture – Roger driving the sprayer with Alf keeping him on track.

Interesting links to things with wings
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Replica Focker 1. https://www.stuff.co.nz/timaru-herald/news/106581177/little-fokker-project-set-tofly-in-south-canterbury. 2. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rUwOu6-yW4Q.
Another source of weather information: https://www.windfinder.com/#14/-37.9341/176.1443 To see
wind speed, heading etc just click on the map and it shows detail for that spot, mouse wheel zooms in
and out,
Big boys toys - https://youtu.be/s3WI0LFuC0E?t=473
Looking for a new project ? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hG9LzT60RLM
1943 black and white movie – “Murder in the Clouds “. No CGI in those days. Some good lines eg "but
I don't think I can get this crate down". "well, I've never heard of anyone leaving one up there".
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i-KLQP2hPsQ
Video of “Just Jane” NX611. This has been a museum display piece at the Lincolnshire Aviation Heritage
Centre. It has been in suitable condition for high speed taxiing for a number of years, but a project is
now underway to get it airworthy. This was used for some of the sequences in the “Bomber Crew” film
featuring our own kiwi Tanya Marriott. https://youtu.be/uJ2IeEIcKa8. If anyone wants a copy of the
Bomber Crew series, see Dave M.
If you can build a surfboard, you can build a model plane. Beautiful workmanship and finish.
https://youtu.be/bmtqKO8Un6o

Work party on Saturday 13th October. Planned projects include:
• Painting the old clubhouse
• Installing a pipe drain at the gateway in place of the current swale drain.
• Pouring concrete bases at the two large model starting sites.
• Spraying gorse in the outfield
• Removing pine trees from the outfield
• Filling in rabbit holes and small depressions in the runway
• General tidyup of the site
Please bring your own personal safety equipment and any tools that may be useful for the jobs you would like to
do. (Painting – brushes, paint tin, stepladder, Concreting - wheelbarrow, shovels etc, tree felling – chain saw,
axe, slasher, Weed spraying – knapsack sprayers, general – loose tools).
We will put on a barbecue at lunch time but feel free to bring any special treats to be shared.

Coming Events

Mike Wilson Hovering his 110cc Extra..
Watching his fingers on the
transmitter sticks is like looking at a
pianist playing “Flight of the
Bumblebee”.

•
Wednesday 3rd October – club night. This will be at
McFall’s tractor Museum. Start at usual time of 7.30pm. This is
at the end of – Hocking Street, Mount Maunganui. Entry into
Hocking St is next to the southern end of the Farmer motor
group on Hewletts Road.
•
Saturday 7th October - Gliding competitions. Start at
10 am till 1-2pm. This is a regular event to be held on the 1st
and 3rd Sunday of each month until Christmas. If we get rained
off the event will roll over to the next planned day. All classes of
gliding including Radian, ALES, open and Andy’s special - “last
up-first down”.
•
Saturday 13th October – working bee
•
Sunday 18 November – control line combat event. All
day. The runway will be open for RC flying.

Health and Safety moment – the snow is starting to melt
and the sun is above the horizon. Yes – winter is over. Daylight
saving has commenced. Its time to emerge from your workshop
and put that winter creation in the air. This means that we can
expect to see more of that yellow burny thing in the sky – and
that means that there is a risk of sunburn. Throw out that 5year-old sunscreen in your flight kit and buy some new stuff. It
only has a shelf life of 2 years or so. Make sure that you use it!

Wings test questions
Another couple of questions randomly selected from the MFNZ list
• How would you respond to a manned aircraft entering the airspace you are operating in?
A. Give way to manned aircraft. Get down as low as possible, land.
Note – The TECT Park site is shown on aviation maps as a recognised hazard area for full sized flying.
This does not give model flyers right of way, nor does it prevent full size aircraft crossing our site.
• Describe the importance of the correct centre of gravity on an aircraft?
A. “If the C of G is too far forward the plane will fly badly -If the C of G is too far back it will fly once!”
The location of the C of G is critical for the stability of an aircraft. If the CG is too far back the model will
be unstable in pitch and will need constant control input to keep under control. In the extreme it will
stall and fall. If the CG is forward, the model will tend to self-correct for minor disturbances making it
easier to fly. Too far forward will lead to a tendency to dive. There is an optimum CG range of 25-30% ,
measured back from the leading edge, of mean chord for most models.

Committee Meeting September – safety
One of the permanent agenda items for our monthly committee is to review and address any safety issues. This
month the question of whether we should have a safety officer was raised. To date we have not taken this
approach as it is impossible for a safety officer to be present at all time, and anyone in that role would run the
potential of being the most unpopular member of the club. We have taken the view that safety is everyone’s
responsibility – both for their own safety and also for the safety of other flyers and visitors. Our rules are quite
simple and should not be an imposition on anyone’s flying experience.
Please make sure that you catch up with our safety rules (downloadable from the web site) and in particular:• Models to be restrained when starting
• Models to be facing away from the pits when starting.
• Large models use restraining posts
• No taxiing in the pits
• No low overflying of the pits
If you see something that looks to be a safety issue please bring it to the attention of the flyer involved. This
does not need to be confrontational – just a friendly reminder of something that may have slipped the flyer’s
attention. If it’s a serious or repetitive concern, please bring it to the attention of a committee member.

Random stuff
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

Congratulations to Darren King for getting his BP wings.
The MFNZ Member’s Manual has been posted on the MFNZ site. This is a heavily modified version of the
previous edition but contains useful information particularly for those getting their wings, or wishing to
take up specialist activities within the hobby. You can find a link on the Wings page of the MFNZ
website. The previous version can still be found at
:http://www.modelflyingnz.org/docs/manual/MFNZ%20Mem%20Manual.pdf
Bill de Renzy has received a “Tundra Fun Cub” that crashed on to a house roof in Greerton. If you are
the owner or get enquiries, please contact Bill at bill.derenzy@xtra.co.nz
Trump’s impact on model flying. Horizon Hobby (USA) have advised their customers of a pending price
increase arising from the increased tariffs which the Trump administration has imposed on goods
imported from China. With our declining exchange rate, goods sourced in US$ from Chinese
manufacturers are getting expensive.
With the large number of members taking part in gliding competitions, we are looking at sourcing a
batch of height limiters for ALES competitions. These are expected to be around $69 each. Please
contact Richard Thompson who will coordinate the purchase – email him at emailrandml@gmail.com
Most of our long standing members now hold their “wings”. However, we now have a new batch of
members who are just starting the journey of preparing for your wings test. We encourage everyone to
gain this qualification as it helps to improve the standard of flying, means that you can fly unsupervised,
and can also qualify for a gate key.
Update from TECT Park – installation of a cellphone tower is planned for 2021.

Rob Morgan with his Hobbyking
DH Tiger(ish) Moth.
Pilot “Dick Dastardly”

That’s all for this month – fly safe.

Dave Marriott
Editor
(My skiing is much better
than my flying – my landings
are softer)

